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SELECTED CASES

We offer 
solutions for 
every need

Low-capacity cylinder filling

SAFE AND HAPPY 
LPG CONSUMERS IN NEPAL

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Koshi Gas Udyog Pvt Ltd, Janaki Gas 
Udyog Pvt Ltd, and Shreeram Gas 
Udyog Pvt Ltd, Nepal

The customer's challenge
• Existing mechanical filling scales did 

not fill accurately
• Dissatisfied consumers due to 

underfilled cylinders

Our solution
The electronic filling machine KCFiLL1 
for small cylinder volumes

The outcome
Accurately filled cylinders. Improved 
filling plant and consumer safety. And 
happy consumers!

Scope of supply
• 30 KCFiLL1 filling machines for three 

plants
• Installation of the first 20 KCFiLL1 

machines

An upgrade to KCFiLL1 filling 

machines not only improved 

customer satisfaction, but also 

plant and consumer safety for 

Koshi Gas Udyog in Nepal.

Koshi Gas Udyog became first-movers 
in the Nepalese LPG filling industry, 
when they chose to put an end to over- 
and underfilled gas cylinders. Their 
inaccurate mechanical filling scales 
had been giving them trouble in the 
market due to underfilled LPG cylin-
ders, but after an upgrade to new 
electronic KCFiLL1 filling machines, the 
results speak for themselves: Increased 
customer satisfaction and improved 
safety at the filling plant and for the 
consumers.

Locally produced conveyor system

We delivered and installed the KCFiLL1 
machines while Koshi Gas Udyog had 
a local supplier produce both the struc-
ture on which the KCFiLL1 machines 

are mounted and the conveyor system 
for cylinder handling. The combination 
of KCFiLL1 machines and locally manu-
factured parts gave Koshi Gas Udyog 
the best of two worlds as they got a 
higher quality in the filling process 
while keeping the cost of the upgrade 
at a reasonable level.

Two more plant upgrades

The good results from the first project 
has made the people behind Koshi Gas 
Udyog invest in twenty additional 
KCFiLL1 machines for their other two 
LPG filling companies, which have now 
also had their plants upgraded with the 
latest filling technology – all to the ben-
efit of the Nepalese LPG consumers.

"We would like to thank you for manufacturing such an efficient and economical 
machine, the KCFiLL1. It has helped us a lot in filling LPG cylinders accurately 
and quickly.  And moreover we have been able to optimize our work force. It has 
simplified the whole manufacturing process.
We would like to congratulate you on having expertise in the LPG industry. This 
was our first experience with your company Kosan Crisplant, and we have been 
satisfied with your products and service.
We would like to express immense gratitude for being able to use your product 
and services. We have great trust in your technology and service and look 
forward to doing business with you in the future."
Mr. Vijay Hari Sharma, Director / Koshi Gas Udyog Pvt Ltd
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Low-capacity cylinder filling

ACCURATE FILLING AT A LOW COST

Accurate filling at a low cost 

When the need to fill 30-40 

camping cylinders per day 

arose, Liquigas looked for a 

filling machine that was both 

affordable and technologically 

advanced. KCFiLL1 was the 

solution.

Not every cylinder filling need can jus-
tify a big investment. In the case of 
Liquigas' filling plant in Cremona, Italy, 
the number of camping cylinders to be 
filled was so small that most high-
quality LPG cylinder filling systems 
would be both too complex and too 
costly for the job. But as a company 
with a strong focus on quality and con-
sumer safety, Liquigas still wanted a 
very accurate electronic filling machine 
and their choice fell on a KCFiLL1.

Easy for the operators

Liquigas uses some of our most ad-
vanced filling equipment for filling its 
bigger cylinders. Their fully automatic 
filling carrousel for cylinders with side-
entry and centre valves ensures both 
high product quality and consumer 
safety as well as good working condi-
tions for the plant operators.

As the KCFiLL1 is based on the same 
filling technology as our filling equip-
ment for higher capacities, it is as ac-
curate and safe to use as they are. And 
with the same user interface as the 
carrousel, the operators could familiar-
ize themselves with the new machine 
in no time.

Installation done by the customer

As the KCFiLL1 is designed for quick 
and easy installation, it was no prob-
lem for Liquigas' technicians to handle 
that aspect, and with commissioning 
assistance from KC, the new machine 
was up and running in no time. The 

time from purchase to full production 
was made even shorter by the fact that 
Liquigas purchased the KCFiLL1 direct-
ly from Tecnogas, KC's partner in Italy, 
who has the machine in stock.

Sometimes the best solution is 

to integrate old and new 

equipment. For Molisana Gas 

in Italy, such a solution led to a 

30 percent production increase.

 
With an old mechanical LPG filling 
plant that did not fill accurately and re-
quired a lot of maintenance, Molisana 
Gas wanted to bring their plant up to 
standards. Based on a thorough pre-

liminary analysis that involved an as-
sessment of both the existing equip-
ment and the needs of the customer, 
our recommendation was a partial 
plant upgrade.

Further investments postponed

Our estimate was that the plant's 
chain conveyor system would be able 
to function satisfactorily for another 10 
years. With that in mind, our solution 
to Molisana Gas' challenges was to in-
tegrate a new electronic LPG filling 
carrousel and a check scale with the 
existing chain conveyor system. The 

fact that it allowed them to postpone 
further investments made this solution 
very valuable to Molisana Gas.

Up and running in one week

The smooth execution of the project 
meant that the new filling plant was 
up and running in just one week. And 
in addition to the savings on gas that 
typically come from upgrading from 
mechanical to more accurate electron-
ic filling equipment, the partial plant 
upgrade gave Molisana Gas a produc-
tion increase of 30 percent.

Medium-capacity cylinder filling

FROM MECHANICAL 
TO ELECTRONIC FILLING

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Molisana Gas, Italy

The customer's challenge
An inaccurate mechanical LPG filling 
plant that required a lot of maintenance

Our solution
To integrate the existing chain conveyor 
system with modern, electronic filling 
equipment

The outcome
• A 30% production increase
• Savings on gas
• Further investments postponed for 10 

years

Scope of supply
• 1 electronic filling carrousel with 8 

filling machines
• 1 electronic check scale
• Installation and project management

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Liquigas, Italy 
Cremona filling plant

The customer's challenge
A relatively small amount of camping 
cylinders that cannot be handled by the 
plant's filling carrousel

Our solution
A manually operated KCFiLL1 filling 
machine as a supplement to the filling 
carrousel

The outcome
• Camping cylinders filled safely and 

accurately
• No big investment needed
• Same user interface as carrousel – 

no training needed 

Scope of supply
• 1 KCFiLL1 filling machine
• Commissioning
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A complete plant upgrade that 

tripled its LPG cylinder filling 

capacity helped Instalações 

Canhongo seize a unique 

growth opportunity. As a 

bonus, production costs were 

significantly reduced. 

In a market with a rapidly growing de-
mand for LPG cylinders, Instalações 
Canhongo had every opportunity to 
grow the business. However, its out-
dated and inefficient mechanical LPG 
cylinder filling plant was a serious im-
pediment, and it was in the light of 
this situation that the manager of the 
company decided that it was time for 
an upgrade.

Tripled capacity, reduced costs

The goal of the project was to increase 
the LPG cylinder filling capacity and 
the safety level at the plant. By install-
ing a modern, electronic filling system, 
we helped Canhongo triple its filling 

capacity and made maintenance a lot 
easier and simpler. At the same time, 
the need for manpower was reduced 
by as much as 50 percent.

An investment that pays off

The switch from mechanical to elec-
tronic filling equipment turned out to 
have an immediate effect on the 
amount of gas wasted. Instalações 
Canhongo has achieved major savings 
on gas, simply because modern elec-
tronic filling machines are far more ac-
curate than even high-quality mechani-
cal filling machines. This means money 
saved in comparison to earlier when 
there was great uncertainty about how 
much gas was filled into the cylinders.

In combination with higher output and 
savings on manpower, this gave the 
project a payback time of approximate-
ly two years.

Supplying both equipment 
and expertise

Close cooperation and thorough analy-
sis paved the way for the solution. Our 
experts evaluated the state of Canhon-
go's existing equipment, listened 
closely to the customer's needs and 
designed a tailor-made solution that 

would help Canhongo reach its ambi-
tious goals. The entire project, includ-
ing engineering, electrical installa-
tions, piping and the installation of 
tanks, was carried out by Kosan 
Crisplant. The installation was done in 
collaboration with our local agent.

Medium-capacity cylinder filling

PLANT UPGRADE 
TRIPLED CANHONGO'S CAPACITY

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Instalações Canhongo, Angola

The customer's challenge
An outdated and inefficient mechanical 
filling plant in a market with a rapidly 
growing demand for LPG cylinders

Our solution
An entirely modernised filling plant 
designed and engineered to suit 
Canhongo's needs

The outcome
• Tripled filling capacity
• Higher safety level
• Easier maintenance
• The need for manual handling 

reduced by 50%
• Reduced expenses due to accurately 

filled cylinders

Scope of supply
• Electronic filling carrousel with 12 

UFM filling machines
• Manual leak detector
• Chain conveyor system
• Stationary filling machine for 

industrial cylinders
• Power panels
• Electrical installations and piping in 

the filling hall
• Filling hall lighting
• Air and LPG compressor
• LPG pumps
• 100 m³ cylindrical tank with piping
• Consulting and engineering services 

within all LPG areas

When Repsol in Peru decided 

to install a third LPG filling line 

at their Ventanilla plant, it 

required extensive cross-

border collaboration with 

Kosan Crisplant as coordinator. 

 
Faced with a growing demand for LPG cyl-
inders, Repsol decided to upgrade their 
Ventanilla plant with a third filling line and 
put Kosan Crisplant in charge of the pro-
ject. With several sub suppliers and a lo-
cal contractor for civil works involved, the 
project required a large amount of coordi-
nation in terms of logistics, communica-
tion and getting the different equipment to 
work perfectly together.

Increased capacity 
and reduced manual handling

The new fully automatic 36-scales car-
rousel filling system has a total capaci-
ty of 1600 cylinders per hour. In order 
to reduce the manual handling of cylin-
ders to a minimum, the project also 
comprised a chain conveyor system 
and three telescopic conveyors for 
easy loading and unloading of non-pal-
letized cylinders.

Automation ensures quality

The new filling line also boasts fully 
automatic equipment for various pro-
cesses, including cylinder orientation 
for easy tare value reading, check 
weighing, leak detection, valve test-
ing, pad-printing, application and 
sealing of shrinkable caps, and cylin-
der washing and painting. The auto-
mation of these processes has re-
duced manpower requirements and 
ensures that Repsol is able to deliver 
products of a consistently high quali-
ty to their customers.

Customer co-creation

The filling plant is designed to pro-
cess 10 kg cylinders with two types 
of centre valves. As Repsol Madrid 
had previously developed a filling 
head especially for these two types 
of centre valves, they wanted the 
Kosan Crisplant UFM filling ma-
chines to be equipped with their own 
filling heads. The task of integrating 
Kosan Crisplant's filling machines 
and Repsol's filling head was carried 
out in close cooperation with Rep-
sol's technical department in Madrid.

Medium-capacity cylinder filling

WORKING TOGETHER 
FOR MORE FILLING CAPACITY

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Repsol, Peru

The customer's challenge
A growing demand for LPG in and 
around Lima, Peru

Our solution
An additional filling line with various 
fully automatic processes

The outcome
• Plant capacity increased by more 

than 30%
• A higher level of automation
• Reduced manual handling

Scope of supply
• Layout
• Installation management and on-site 

supervision
• Fully automatic carrousel system 

with 36 UFM filling machines and a 
capacity of 1600 cylinders/hour

• Chain conveyor system
• Telescopic conveyors for loading/

unloading of non-palletized cylinders
• UFM filling machines, equipped with 

Repsol's own filling heads
• Fully automatic equipment for 

cylinder orientation, check weighing, 
leak detection, valve testing, pad-
printing, application and sealing of 
shrinkable caps, and cylinder 
washing and painting
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The need to fill 75,000 14 kg 

cylinders per day at their 

Melaka plant made Malaysian 

oil giant Petronas go high-

speed with FLEXSPEED.

 
In only 16 months and with a minimum 
of production downtime, the Melaka 
plant was expanded and a complete 
FLEXSPEED system installed. Kosan 
Crisplant's Malaysian subsidiary car-
ried out the entire project, including 
civil works, and received two awards 
for best HSE performance by a main 
contractor along the way.

The new plant was handed over to Pet-
ronas four days ahead of schedule, and 
six months after its inauguration it had 
already filled more than 10 million cyl-
inders.

Improved cylinder logistics

The first part of the project involved 
the removal of the two existing pal-
letizers and the installation of two new 
high-capacity palletizers (one two-sto-
rey and one three-storey). They ensure 
that enough cylinders enter and exit 
the FLEXSPEED system to fill 4000 cyl-
inders per hour. 

At the same time a huge part of the 
existing chain conveyors were moved 
and new were added; this entire pro-
cess causing only a week's production 
stop.

Fast and easy maintenance

The FLEXSPEED system at the Melaka 
plant includes newly designed filling 
heads with a modular design for easy 
maintenance.  The design of the entire 
system has been optimized as well, 
making it easier and less time-consum-
ing to exchange wearing parts.

The FLEXSPEED system's fully auto-
matic intelligent flow control means 

that every part of the cylinder trans-
port system is controlled by the 
CUC, KC's easy-to-use and energy 
efficient HMI controller. This en-
sures that the speed of the chain 
conveyors and the carrousel are au-
tomatically adjusted according to 
each other. The smooth flow reduc-
es both the noise level and the 
amount of surface damages in-
curred by cylinders during the filling 
and checking processes.

Keeping track of production

The Production Tracker, another new 
feature developed specifically for 
this project, is a large monitor lo-
cated in the middle of the filling 
hall. The monitor converts filling 
hall production data into easily de-
codable graphics and ensures that 
the filling hall operators know at all 
times whether they are able to meet 
the shift's production target.

The Production Tracker is an add-on 
to KC's basic production data man-
agement system.

High-capacity cylinder filling

DAILY PRODUCTION: 
75,000 FILLED CYLINDERS

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Petronas Dagangan Berhad, Malaysia

The customer's challenge
To fill 75,000 14 kg cylinders per day

Our solution
To expand the filling hall to make room 
for a complete FLEXSPEED system

The outcome
Total filling plant capacity more than
doubled

Scope of supply
• Two and three storey palletizers
• Fully automatic vision system for 

label reading and sorting
• Divert module with four exit lines
• FLEXSPEED carrousel with 72 filling 

posts (capacity: 4000+ cylinders/
hour)

• FLEXSPEED process modules for leak 
detection and application of hard 
caps

• Production Tracker monitor in filling 
hall

• Electricity, civil works, project 
management, etc.

An urgent need for increased 

capacity, but no space for 

expansion of the filling plant. 

That was HPCL's dilemma. 

Kosan Crisplant's high-speed 

filling system FLEXSPEED was 

the solution.

With a growth of about 7-8 percent a 
year, the demand for LPG is high in In-
dia, but there is no space left for ex-
pansion of the existing filling plants. 
Around the big cities, where the LPG 
demand is most urgent, the plants are 
fully utilized already, and setting up 
more filling lines is not an option, as a 
state decree prohibits LPG plants from 
occupying more land.

Faced with these difficulties, HPCL 
chose their plant in Hyderabad to be 
the target of an upgrade to Kosan 
Crisplant's high-speed filling system 
FLEXSPEED. Increased capacity, 

fewer operators

The primary advantage of FLEXSPEED 
is the high capacity. HPCL's FLEX-
SPEED carrousel runs 3600 cylinders 
per hour. However, the fact that it is 
able to fill cylinders of different sizes 
in the same production round is im-
portant too, as there are two different 
cylinder types in circulation in India 
(14.2 kg and 19 kg).

Before FLEXSPEED, there were three 
filling carousels at the plant in  
Hyderabad, but they were never in si-
multaneous operation; partly because 
each one could only handle one type 
of cylinder, partly because three 
working carousels would call for more 
operators – and not only are skilled 
operators in short supply, they also 
mean high costs. Not requiring the 
same amount of operators as tradi-
tional carousels, FLEXSPEED solved 
this problem as well.

Reduced 
cylinder maintenance costs

The need for cylinder maintenance 
was also reduced. As the operation is 
non-stop, all procedures are per-
formed while the cylinders are flow-
ing smoothly along the conveyor line 
without knocking into each other, 
which reduces the amount of damag-
es to the cylinder surface. Utilities are 
reduced as well – compressed air and 
electricity, e.g. – and the weighing 
precision is second to none, ensuring 
that the LPG is used to the fullest ex-
tent.

Finally, the cost of running the plant 
in Hyderabad was not increased, even 
though the production capacity was 
doubled. As all improvements were 
done of within the frames of the ex-
isting buildings, there were no need 
for increases in security, staff, logis-
tics, etc. and – consequently – no ad-
ditional costs.

High-capacity cylinder filling

DOUBLE-UP LPG FILLING 
WITH FLEXSPEED

BASIC FACTS

Customer
HPCL, India 
Cherlapalli filling plant, Hyderabad

The customer's challenge
To increase capacity without expanding 
the plant

Our solution
Exchanging a traditional filling line with 
a high-speed FLEXSPEED system filling 
3600 cylinders/hour

The outcome
Double-up on plant capacity and 
reduced operational costs

Scope of supply
• One FLEXSPEED system with 66 

filling posts
• Fully automatic vision recognition 

system for reading of tare values and 
outsorting of cylinders

• Two leak detection process modules
• KC Facility Service agreement
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Faced with a high LPG demand 

in the capital city of Tunis, 

SNDP turned to Kosan 

Crisplant for the construction 

of a brand new filling plant.

 
SNDP, the national company for oil dis-
tribution in Tunisia, is the largest LPG 
company in Tunisia. KC France and 
SNDP have had a very good and exclu-
sive working relationship for years and 
one of the latest projects was the fill-
ing plant in Rades near Tunis. The pro-
ject was done with French engineering 
company Entrepose Contracting as the 
main contractor and Kosan Crisplant as 
subcontractor.

LPG in high demand

An important incentive for initiating the 
project was that LPG was in high de-
mand in Tunis. As the capital of Tunisia 
and the largest city in the country, Tunis 
is also the centre for consumption, and 
the city therefore needs a large number 
of LPG cylinders on a daily basis. A near-
by plant would make distribution easy, 
with the added benefit that the new 

plant could provide the area with a num-
ber of much needed jobs.

The filling plant

Kosan Crisplant’s part of the project in-
cluded two filling lines for 13 and 6 kg 
cylinders. The 13 kg cylinders have 
screw valves, whereas the 6 kg cylin-
ders are equipped with compact valves. 
However, the two filling lines are flexi-
ble and able to handle both types of cyl-
inders in one and the same operation.

The cylinders come in batches, and the 
filling lines have a capacity of 2400 cyl-
inders per hour with an average accura-
cy of ±10 g. All equipment is electronic 
and the plant has pallet plants connect-
ed as well as a small maintenance line 
for various repair work and testing pro-
cedures. There is also a small in-line 
filling system for the few 25 kilo cylin-
ders in the area.

Mounded storage tanks

Furthermore, the plant is equipped with 
four mounded spherical LPG storage 
tanks of 2000 tons each, each surround-
ed by a concrete 'skirt'. The solution 
with spherical tanks, which do not take 
up as much space as cylindrical tanks, 
proved to be the best for this project in 
view of the limited space, as it is 

required by law that there must always 
be one month’s supply of LPG in stock 
as back-up.

The French connection

For a project like this, Kosan Crisplant 
truly benefits from having a French sub-
sidiary with competent staff that knows 
every nook and cranny of the French 
standards and French regulations, which 
Tunisia, being old French territory, has 
adopted as its own. France and Tunisia 
handle their plants in the exact same 
way and the KC France's vast experience 
from both territories enables them to 
handle a project like this to perfection.

Large-scale projects

SECURING THE LPG SUPPLY 
IN TUNIS

BASIC FACTS

Customer
SNDP (Societé Nationale de 
Distribution de Pétrole), Tunisia

The customer's challenge
A high demand for LPG in the capital 
city of Tunis

Our solution
A brand new filling plant located in the 
nearby town of Rades for easy 
distribution

The outcome
The LPG demand in Tunis is met now 
and in the future

Scope of supply
• 2 filling lines for 6 kg and 13 kg 

cylinders (capacity 2400 cylinders/
hour)

• Palletizers
• Maintenance line for various repair 

work and testing procedures
• In-line filling system for 25 kg 

cylinders
• Four mounded spherical LPG storage 

tanks of 2000 tons each

Following a request from the 

state of France to reduce the 

risk in connection with storage 

of LPG, Stogaz chose Kosan 

Crisplant as main contractor 

for the installation of a giant 

mounded tank at their depot in 

La Motte, France. The tank was 

to be embedded in a concrete 

'sarcophagus'.

An important factor in Stogaz's choice 
of Kosan Crisplant as main contractor 
was that they could leave the entire 
project to one contractor and not have 
to worry about subcontractors. The 
project was defined as a turnkey pro-
ject and Kosan Crisplant would supply 
all hardware – including the tank itself 
– plus all the connecting services such 
as piping, electricity, alarm, all instru-
mentation, drainage of water etc.

Large-scale projects

MOUNDED STORAGE 
OF NEARLY 500 M3 LPG

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Stogaz, France

The customer's challenge
A request from the state of France to 
reduce the risk in connection with 
storage of LPG

Our solution
To replace the above-ground LPG 
storage tank with one embedded in a 
concrete 'sarcophagus'

The outcome
Improved safety at Stogaz' LPG depot 
in La Motte and compliance with the 
French regulations

Scope of supply
• Project management
• All hardware – including the tank 

itself
• Piping, electricity, alarm, all 

instrumentation, drainage of water 
etc.

Project management

An experienced team of engineers 
and technicians, who had previously 
worked on a similar project, was put 
together for the La Motte project. As 
main contractor, KC had a man sta-
tioned on site all day every day to 
manage and survey all operations and 
to supervise the subcontractors. Elev-
en companies were involved in the 
project one way or the other, but 
throughout the entire process Stogaz 
only had to deal with Kosan 
Crisplant's project team.

Getting the tank in place

The tank was sailed from Italy to 
France and just getting the 417 m³ gi-
ant, which weighed a whopping 80 
tons, off the freighter and onto the 
road to La Motte was difficult. A gi-
gantic 700 tons crane had to be 
brought in before the tank could be 
placed in its concrete embedding and 
the piping, the instruments, the alarm, 
electricity etc. be prepared. As much 
as 900 tons of concrete was needed to 
embed the huge tank and it took 40 
days to erect it on site.

"We never had any problems at all - not even when the weather conditions 
seemed to conspire against us. The Kosan Crisplant team was very professional 
and competent all the way through. At Stogaz we are very pleased with the 
result. We think that the project has been very well managed from beginning to 
end. Very professional."
Vincent Baudrillard, Managing Director, STOGAZ France
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With the LPG cylinders 

constantly exposed to the 

harsh climate of Suriname, N.V. 

Energiebedrijven Suriname 

had serious rust problems that 

required a creative solution 

from Kosan Crisplant.

 
The heat is overwhelming in Suri-
name, and the air is very humid. With 
two rainy seasons a year, there is lit-
erally water everywhere – on the 
ground, in the air and from above. As 
most domestic LPG cylinders are 
placed on the ground outside the 
houses, they are continuously ex-
posed to the abrasion of the relent-
less climate. Humidity is very corro-
sive, and it is quite a task to protect 
the cylinders against rust.

The maintenance procedure performed 
at N.V. Energiebedrijven Suriname's 
plant in Paramaribo included stripping 
off the paint (shot-blasting process) 
and pressure testing the cylinders, af-
ter which they were painted again. But 

unfortunately the rust kept creeping in 
underneath the paint. The procedure 
was changed, a different paint was 
tried, but none of the solutions were 
good enough.

Wet paint or powder?

The wet paint previously used con-
tained zinc as the anti-corrosion agent, 
which worked fine. However, this paint 
was rather thick and had been applied 
by hand, the coating coming out looking 
lumpy and uneven. On top of this, the 
process required an excessive amount 
of paint which was quite expensive.

An alternative to the wet paint would 
be powder paint, which always does a 
nice job, as it comes out good-looking 
and even. But as it is, powder paint con-
tains less anti-corrosion agents than 
wet paint.

Innovative and tailor-made solution

Kosan Crisplant's cross-Atlantic project 
team came up with a truly creative solu-
tion to this challenge: to take the best 
from two worlds by mixing the two. 
However, the very idea was unnatural as 
it required the mixing of two very differ-
ent processes in one and the same oper-
ation, but with a little unorthodox think-
ing, it was made happen after all.

The new painting procedure first takes 
the cylinders through a wet paint sys-
tem. Then they are allowed to vaporize a 
little before continuing through the pow-
der paint system and from there to a 
heat zone of 190°C, which makes the 
powdered layer melt and become all 
plastic-like. The joint effect of the 'plas-
tic coating' and the rust-preventing prim-
er seals the surface of the cylinders and 
protects them effectively.

Cylinder maintenance

PROTECTING LPG CYLINDERS 
AGAINST RUST IN THE RAINFOREST

BASIC FACTS

Customer
N.V. Energiebedrijven Suriname, 
Suriname

The customer's challenge
Constant problems with rusting 
cylinders due to harsh climate 
conditions

Our solution
A new innovative painting procedure 
that combines wet paint and powder 
paint. The joint effect of the 'plastic 
coating' and the rust-preventing primer 
effectively seals the surface of the 
cylinders

The outcome
The LPG cylinders are effectively 
protected against rust and will not 
need to be repainted for years

"It has been a great process with a truly fantastic result. This is a completely 
new way of doing things that has never been tried before, so we couldn’t really 
be sure that it would work. But it did, and I never really doubted it.
Kosan Crisplant are very committed to their customers, and they don’t budge 
until they’ve found a solution. As they work all over the world, they see a lot of 
things and deal with many different kinds of problems. And they’re very good at 
using all their knowledge and experience to find new ways. It has definitely 
worked for us, and I’m extremely pleased with what they’ve come up with".
Edward Gessel, LPG Operations Manager at N.V. Energiebedrijven Suriname

The filling carrousel at 

Drachen-Propangas’ filling 

plant in Frankfurt, Germany, 

dates back to 1954 but just 

keeps on spinning. The 

explanation: Careful daily 

maintenance by the customer 

and continuous support and 

original spare parts from Kosan 

Crisplant.

The filling carrousel supplied by Kosan 
Crisplant in 1954 is still one of the 
largest in Germany and a both the car-
rousel and the traditional chain con-
veyor system are still fully functional. 
The reason for the plant's good state is 
above all the careful maintenance car-
ried out by Drachen-Propangas with 
the help of skilled service staff and 
original spare parts from Kosan 
Crisplant.

Keep the old or buy new?

There is no doubt that modern filling 
equipment is more precise, more au-
tomated and easier to maintain than 
first-generation mechanical equip-
ment, but whether to continue operat-
ing with old equipment or to modern-

ise in part or in whole is ultimately a 
strategic decision. For Drachen-Pro-
pangas it has proved to be the right 
decision to keep on using the existing 
equipment for all these years.

Product lifetime extension

With the continuous support provided 
by Kosan Crisplant, it has been possi-
ble to extend the lifetime of Drachen-
Propangas' existing equipment be-
yond expectations. For example, when 
the central column of the carrousel 
leaked gas in 2010, Kosan Crisplant 
stepped in with both the old drawings 
and the experience that made it pos-
sible to disassemble the column, re-
place all the worn parts, reassemble 
it and carry on operating.

Service

60 YEAR OLD FILLING PLANT 
STILL IN ACTION

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Drachen-Propangas, Germany

The customer's challenge
To avoid having to make a large 
investment in new equipment

Our solution
Careful daily maintenance by the 
customer with the continuous support 
of Kosan Crisplant's skilled service 
technicians

The outcome
60-year-old filling carrousel still in 
action, filling LPG cylinders every day of  
the week
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Performance beyond expectations 

The results brought by a Facility 

Service Agreement in terms of up-

time and output greatly surpassed 

the customer's expectations.

 
For people and filling equipment alike, 
ageing entails an increasing number of 
defects. But for the latter, it's possible 
to put a stop to the process. After hav-
ing seen the positive effects of a pre-
ventive maintenance agreement over 

two years, Indian energy company BP-
CL chose a full-time Facility Service 
Agreement for their filling plant in 
Mumbai, which suffered from age-re-
lated defects and consequent inade-
quate production. The goals of the 
agreement were ambitious: 95 percent 
uptime and production according to the 
designed efficiency of the equipment.

Strategic approach 
gave immediate results

To achieve the goals of the agreement, 
the KC India team took a strategic ap-
proach to the maintenance work based 
on a thorough analysis of the plant and 
the equipment. The first milestone was 
to minimize downtime and eliminate 
repeated equipment failures.

With the results of the initial analysis 
in mind, the team first focused on the 
20 percent of the activities that caused 
80 percent of the problems and the re-
sults came immediately. Within the 
first month, BPCL was able to meet the 
production demand without having the 
plant operate on overtime.

Production up by more than a third

After this initial success, the rest of the 
planned maintenance activities were 
implemented in stages in order not to 
interfere with the production. According 
to BPCL's own numbers, the plant's pro-
ductivity has seen a 34 percent increase 
since the beginning of the Facility Ser-
vice Agreement; an increase achieved 
with the exact same equipment, utili-
ties consumption and manpower as be-
fore. In other words, no additional in-
vestments have been made to reach the 
higher output.

Creating synergies 
through cooperation

A lot of the success stems from the vast 
experience of KC India's team of service 
professionals. Servicing 185 carrousels 
all over India, they have seen and solved 
practically every problem possible and 
gained an immense knowledge about 
best practices. Close cooperation with 
key filling plant personnel and identifica-
tion of common goals creates synergies 
that further help the overall result.

Service

PERFORMANCE 
BEYOND EXPECTATIONS

BASIC FACTS

Customer
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd 
(BPCL), Mumbai Refinery, Mahul, India

The customer's challenge
• Ageing filling plant
• Unstable and inadequate production
• Trouble meeting market demands

Our solution
A Facility Service Agreement 
comprising full-time maintenance of all 
filling hall equipment

The outcome
• 34% increase in production
• Minimum 98% uptime
• Filling accuracy increased by 10%
• Lower cost per filled cylinder
• Long-term protection of assets
• Decline in spare parts consumption
• Reduced spare parts inventory
• Guaranteed  availability of critical 

spare parts
• Improved production planning
• Constant optimization of man/

machine processes
• Higher product quality and happier 

consumers

Scope of supply
• Full-time maintenance of three filling 

carrousels, chain conveyors and all 
other equipment

• Spare parts management
• Training of filling plant personnel

When HPCL entered an Annual 

Maintenance Contract (AMC) with 

Kosan Crisplant covering all its LPG 

cylinder filling plants in India, the 

positive effects were so evident that 

the rest of the country's major energy 

companies soon would follow suit. 

Prior to the implementation of AMCs 
covering all the cylinder filling plants 
of the major players on the Indian mar-
ket, the level of maintenance would 
vary immensely from plant to plant. 
Some would have a service agree-
ment, others would use our services on 
a "break & fix" basis and others again 
would handle maintenance them-
selves. 

Huge potential for optimization

However, as effective preventive main-
tenance is essential when it comes to 
the degree of utilization of electronic 
filling equipment, there was a huge po-
tential for optimization of the produc-
tion. And in a market with an annual 
growth rate around 8%, output is eve-
rything. The positive results achieved 
by HPCL because of the AMC have 
made the rest of the major players on 
the Indian LPG market follow suit so 
that the AMCs now cover five custom-
ers, 140 plants and 185 filling carrou-
sels.

Higher uptime 
and protection of assets

By taking a preventive approach to 
maintenance, it has been possible to 
improve the uptime across all plants, 
simply by minimizing the amount of 

breakdowns and ensuring that the equip-
ment is used optimally without ever be-
ing stretched to the limit. That latter is 
essential when it comes to extending 
the lifetime of the equipment. 

Maintenance 
without production stops

Every service visit under the AMCs last 
two days. During the visit, our experts 
check the carrousel thoroughly and carry 
out the planned maintenance proce-
dures. In order to minimize downtime 
due to service, the maintenance work is 
carried out on Sundays or public holi-
days. The following workday is used for 
monitoring the results of the work and 
whatever fine-tuning is needed.

Knowhow and experience 

With 392,000 man-hours combined on 
the filling hall floor, the experience and 
knowhow of KC India's team of service 
professionals are important reasons for 
the success of the AMCs. To further in-
crease the consistency of their work 
across all plants, they rely not only on 
this vast experience, but also on a well-
established framework for maintenance, 
developed by KC India. Training sessions 
for all staff levels ensure that the cus-
tomers' organizations benefit from our 
experience in more than one way.

Service

OPTIMIZED PRODUCTION 
THROUGH PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

BASIC FACTS

Customers under AMC contract
• Hindustan Petroleum Corporation 

Limited (HPCL)
• Bharat Petroleum Corporation    

Limited (BPCL)
• Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL)
• Oil India Limited
• Indian Oil Tanking Limited

The customers' challenge
• Equipment not utilized optimally
• Level of maintenance uneven across 

plants
• Knowledge loss due to personnel 

transfers

Our solution
Annual Maintenance Contracts (AMCs) 
with a focus on preventive 
maintenance

The outcome
• Higher uptime
• Optimized production
• Overall plant efficiency improved
• Extended lifetime of equipment
• Slim spare parts inventory due to 

efficient purchase and handling
• Guaranteed availability of critical 

spare parts
• Safer product – improved consumer 

safety
• Managerial resources released for 

other tasks
• Higher staff skill level through 

training programs
• Less dependence on key personnel

Scope of supply
• 2-4 annual two-day visits per plant 

(470 in total)
• Training sessions
• Spare parts management
• Planning & reporting to top 

management
• Updates on latest technology, 

processes, software, etc.

"There has been perceptible improvement in the overall health of all equipments 
in the filling system. The increase in efficiency and uptime, decline in spares 
consumption, has brought substantial improvement in quality and productivity of 
overall filling plant, which resulted in reducing the cost per filled cylinder.
We wish to congratulate your team for their professionalism, never-ending 
efforts and dedication towards their duty, which they carry out passionately, 
establishing such high standards of maintenance practices."
D. Das, Chief Maintenance Manager, Mumbai Refinery, BPCL
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Kosan Crisplant a/s
Alsvej 21
DK-8940 Randers SV
Denmark

Tel +45 87 40 30 00
Fax +45 87 40 30 10
sales@kosancrisplant.com
service@kosancrisplant.com
www.kosancrisplant.com
www.makeenenergy.com

SELECTED CASES

Kosan Crisplant is a project-oriented 
corporation supplying equipment, 
plants and systems for filling and 
maintenance of LPG cylinders and of-
fering after-sales and engineering ser-
vices, facility management, and a one-
stop shop for gas equipment including 
equipment for ammonia and cryogenic 
gasses.

We are continuously working on devel-
oping of new systems, products and 
services to meet the customers’ and 
the market’s future demands for in-
creased capacity, efficiency and, above 
all, safety.

Profiting from more than 65 years of 
experience in the gas business, Kosan 
Crisplant has entered the market for 
small-scale LNG projects, introducing a 
unique fully automatic zero-emission 
LNG bunkering facility for ships.

Since 1951, Kosan Crisplant has sup-
plied 2650 plants in more than 130 
countries all over the world.

Kosan Crisplant is part of


